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Executive Summary
Port State Controls (PSC) are the inspections carried out to check whether the ships visiting ports are operated in accordance with the
international rules and regulations. Within this context, the Port State country has the right to control whether any ship visiting its port
meets the requirements. If there is a substandard condition, the ship may be detained at that port and the deficiencies must be rectified.
For an authority to carry out inspections is provided by international agreements.
In this report, the ships in the Türk Loydu fleet have been analyzed. As a result, issues such as the rate of detention of the MoUs, the
most common deficiencies and detainable deficiencies, corrective and preventive action for the most common deficiencies and detainable
deficiencies and the rate of detention of the Ports and Authorities were discussed.

Turk Loydu Port State Control Activities
Turk Loydu has a dedicated department who is responsible for the monitoring of its fleet performance including results of the fleet PSC
inspections. A Port State Control Procedure and a Fleet Monitoring Procedure is in place to continuously raise the standards on board
to TL classed ships. Under these procedures, all PSC inspections are reviewed, all deficiencies are recorded and it is ensured that all
deficiencies are rectified systematically. TL has reached historical success under the favour of Port State Controls’ daily follow up and
analysis, TL fleet monitoring digitalization and improvements, non-programmed surveys to prevent detentions and strengthening
expert crew.
TL has been on the high performance list of Paris
MoU RO Performance Table for the last 14 years
with zero RO detention since 2015. 395
Detention ratio decreased
inspections were conducted and 19 of them
ended with detention. The number of overall
inspections per detentions ratio is 4,81%. The
Increased quality of TL has an effect on inspection
frequency of TL fleet. Thus, they are subject to less
inspection.

15,5%

32%

Turk Loydu has not experienced any RO detention
since 2015,
Detention Rate of TL Fleet is %3.55 which is historical
low rate for the detentions in 2019,

Deficiency decreased

TL has been announced as “High Performance RO”
by the Paris MoU on its Recognized Organization
Performance Table for the Years 2016-2018. For the
last 13 years, TL has maintained its“High Performance
RO” status.

0

“RO responsible*”
Detention since 2015

Eventhough the number of TL classed ships
increased from 610 to 633 during 2019, the number
of deficiencies has decreased. %32 during 2019
compared to 2018.
The number of detainable deficiencies also
decreased %31 during 2019 compared to 2018 and
reached to historically low level
Although the number of PSC inspections conducted
onboard TL classed ships have not changed much for
the last 3 years, the detentions are decreasing.

21%

Turk Loydu Fleet’s increased (Gt)
*RO means a Recognized Organization or other private body carrying out surveys and
issuing or endorsing Statutory Certificates of ships on behalf of a Flag State. ROs may be
found responsible whan a detainable deficiency is associated with the RO.
Please refer to PSC MoU Instructions for further details”
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1.Introduction
a. Aim and History of Port State Control
The vast majority of world trade transport is carried out by ships undertaking a major role in maritime trade using the ports of various countries
around the world. In addition, the demand for maritime transport is increasing in accordance with the growing economy. Therefore, the
condition of vessels should be maintained at a satisfactory level for safer transport. Port State Control is the framework of these inspections
made in this regard. The main purpose of PSC is to inspect not only the condition of ships and their equipment but also the operation of ships
consistent with the international rules. There are many legal obligations and in turn related sanctions for ships to comply with international
standards. Relevant legal arrangements are included in the 1982 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS, 2001), as well as
by organizations such as the International Maritime Organization (IMO, 2015) and the International Labor Organization (ILO, 1976).
The responsibilities of the port owner countries were adopted in July 1982., 27 Countries signed the Paris Memorandum of Understanding on
Port State Control (Paris MOU), and today many countries have signed and accepted similar MOUs around the world.

b. Worldwide MoUs
Port State Controls are performed in an orderly manner and these inspections play an important role to prevent substandard ships trading in
sea transport in terms of safety, security and the environment. The control mechanism is constituted by international treaties and the inspections
are performed by the Memorandum of Understanding (MoU). These Memorandum of Understandings (MoUs) are as follows; Europe and the
North Atlantic (Paris MoU); the Black Sea region (Black Sea MoU); the Mediterranean (Mediterranean MoU); Asia and the Pacific (Tokyo MoU);
Latin America (Acuerdo de Viña del Mar); Caribbean (Caribbean MoU); West and Central Africa (Abuja MoU); the Indian Ocean (Indian Ocean
MoU); and the Riyadh MoU. The United States Coast Guard maintains the tenth PSC regime in the world. Countries have come together and
signed Port State Regional Agreements in order to exchange information and to work in coordination. Having realized that a government alone
will be insufficient to prevent substandard ships, it has become mandatory to implement Port State Control practices in the countries of the
same region in order to eliminate unsafe work and possible threats in that region.
Port State Control procedures are not only designed as an improvement for ships and equipment but also include operational requirements
defined by international conventions and maintenance-attitude under the ISM Code, ISPS Code, and MLC 2006 Convention.
Paris MoU
Tokyo MoU
Indian Ocean MoU
Mediterranean MOU
Acuerdo de Viña del Mar
Caribbean MOU
Abuja MOU
Black Sea MOU
Riyadh MOU
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c. Turk Loydu Was Announced Again As
High Performance RO by Paris MoU
PORT STATE CONTROL

Paris MoU Recognised Organisation Performance Table is used for the calculation of the Ship Risk Profile. Turk Loydu was announced on the
latest Paris MoU Recognised Organisation Performance Table once again as "High Performance" Recognised Organization, as it has been for the
last 14 years. It is noteworthy that the Port State Controls carried out on Türk Loydu class ships have resulted with no RO related detentions since
2015.

American Bureau of Shipping

ABS

DNV GL AS

DNVGL

Lloyd's Register

LR

12446

14

Nippon Kaiji Kyokai

NKK

8,507

17

Bureau Veritas

BV

11,464

26

RINA Services S.p.A.

RINA

4,865

11

Russian Maritime Register of Shipping

RMRS

2,785

Performance
level

Excess Factor

Medium / high
limit

Low/medium
limit

Detentions

Inspections

Recognized
Organization

RO abrev

RECOGNIZED
ORGANIZATION
PERFORMANCE
TABLE 2017-2019
RECOGNIZED
ORGANIZATION
PERFORMANCE
TABLE 2017-2019

6,254

3

144

106

-1.93

19,094

16

414

350

-1.90

275

223

-1.86

192

148

-1.75

254

204

-1.73

114

81

-1.69

6

68

43

-1.66
-1.66

Korean Register of Shipping

KRS

1335

2

36

18

China Classification Society

CCS

890

1

25

10

33

-1.46
-1.46

-1.63

Turkish Lloyd
TÜRK
LOYDU

TL
TL

434
434

00

14
14

Polski Rejestr Statkow (Polish Register of Shipping)

PRS

582

4

18

6

-0.38

Phoenix Register of Shipping

PHRS

585

6

18

6

0.03

Panama Maritime Documentation Services

PMDS

151

0

6

0

0.05

Croatian Register of Shipping

CRS

163

1

7

0

0.17

National Shipping Adjuster Inc.

NASHA

231

4

9

1

0.42

Dromon Bureau of Shipping

DBS

616

12

19

6

0.47

Indian Register of Shipping

IRS

184

4

7

0

0.54

Isthmus Bureau of Shipping, S.A.

IBS

122

3

5

0

0.59

Intermaritime Certification Services, ICS Class

ICS

192

5

8

0

0.66

Macosnar Corporation

MC

136

4

6

0

0.70

Overseas Marine Certification Services

OMCS

129

4

6

0

0.73

United Registration and Classification of Services

URACOS

86

3

4

0

0.74

Maritime Bureau of Shipping

MBS

70

3

4

0

0.83

International Naval Surveys Bureau

INSB

620

17

19

6

0.87

Bulgarian Register of Shipping

BRS

240

8

9

1

0.89

Maritime Lloyd - Georgia

ML

154

7

6

0

1.26

Mediterranean Shipping Register

MSR

176

8

7

0

1.38

Venezuelan Register of Shipping

VRS

107

6

5

0

1.61

421

18

14

3

1.83

Shipping Register of Ukraine
Other

658

High

447

19

14

4

1.85

International Register of Shipping

IS

208

13

8

0

2.83

Panama Shipping Registrar Inc.

PSR

101

8

5

0

3.16

Medium

Low

Very Low

In this table only Recognized Organizations that had 60 or more inspections in a 3-year period are taken into account.
The formula is identical to the one used for the White, Grey and Black list. However, the values for P and Q are adjusted to
P=0.02 and Q=0.01.
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2. Deficiency Analysis
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This section includes Port State Control analysis of TL fleet based on statistics, inspection rates, performance value, etc..
While collecting data, the following sources were used.
1- Notifications made by the Port States in accordance with IMO Resolution A.787 (19).
2- Data published by Memorandum Web Sites (Paris Mou, Black Sea Mou, Mediterranean Mou, and Tokyo Mou, etc..)
3- Notifications made by the ship owner or manager.
4- External Resources (IHS Maritime, Lloyd’s List Intelligence, Equasis, etc.)

a. Deficiencies and Detainable Deficiencies Statistics
between 2015 to 2019
This graph [Figure 2.1] was created from the number of deficiencies and detainable deficiencies of TL fleet between 2015 and 2019. Even
though the number of TL classed /RO ships is increasing from 610 to 633, the number of deficiencies is decreasing year by year. The number
of detainable deficiencies reached the lowest value in 2019.

Figure 2.1
Deficiencies and Detainable Deficiencies of TL Fleet

b. Inspection and Detention Analysis
These tables [Table 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3] were created from the number of inspections and detentions. Although the number of inspections is close
quantity for each year, the number of detention is decreasing. In addition, TL has a quality fleet and has been on the high performance list of
Paris MoU for the last 13 years. Therefore, they are subject to less inspection. The most common Memorandums inspected TL fleet is Paris and
Black Sea.
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Table 2.1 Turk Loydu Inspection and Detention Analysis in 2019

Table 2.2 Turk Loydu Inspection and Detention Analysis in 2018

Table 2.3 Turk Loydu Inspection and Detention Analysis in 2017
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c. Most Common Deficiencies and Detainable Deficiencies
of 2019
This graph [Figure 2.2] was created from deficiencies of the TL fleet in 2019. In accordance with the graph, safety of navigation, labour
conditions, and certificate & documentation are the most
common deficiencies for the TL classed/RO ships. Cargo operations including equipment, other and dangerous goods are vice versa.

Figure 2.2
Most Common Deficiencies

This graph [Figure 2.3] was created from detainable deficiencies of TL fleet in 2019. 89 detainable deficiencies out of 1317 deficiencies were
recorded in 2019. In accordance with the graph, labour conditions, safety of navigation and fire safety are the most common detainable
deficiencies. While the safety of navigation and labour conditions are at the top three of the most common deficiencies, fire safety is at the
fifth place in the most common deficiencies. There is no detainable deficiency under the water/weathertight conditions, radio communications,
alarms, ISPS, cargo operations including equipment, other and dangerous goods items.

Figure 2.3
Most Common Detainable Deficiencies
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d. Most Common Deficiencies and Detainable Deficiencies
between 2017 to 2019
This graph [Figure 2.4] was created from deficiencies of the TL fleet between 2017 to 2019. According to the graph, the number of deficiencies
is decreasing. The most common deficiencies order is generally the same for years. The most common three deficiencies are safety of navigation,
labour conditions and certificate & documentation. Although the number of inspections was stable between 2017 to 2019, the number of
deficiencies and detainable deficiencies was diminished.

Figure 2.4
Most Common Deficiencies between 2017 to 2019

Figure 2.5
Most Common Detainable Deficiencies of Turk Loydu between 2017 to 2019
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e. Annual Detention Ratio (%)
This graph [Figure 2.6] was created from the annual detention ratios of Paris MoU Recognised Organization detentions. TL has been on the
high-performance list of Paris MoU RO performance table for the last 13 years. In 2019, the detention ratio reached historical success and the
detention ratio is decreasing for the last four years. Fleet monitoring with innovations and improved quality is the most beneficial effect on the
decreasing graph.

Figure 2.6
Annual Detention Ratio

f. Monthly Detention Ratio (%)
This graph [Figure 2.7] was created from the monthly detention ratios of Paris MoU Recognised Organization detention in 2019. TL has reached
the lowest detention ratio. In total, 5 detentions out of 141 inspections were recorded with a 3,55 ratio. Respectively February, October, and
November have the highest detention ratios. In order of highest detention ratios are 11.9, 8.33, and 7.69. There is no detention in January, April,
May, June, August, September, and December.

Figure 2.7
Monthly Detention Ratio in 2019
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g. Port and Authority Analysis of Inspections
These graphs [Figure 2.8, 2.9, 2.10, and 2.11] were created from port and authority statistics of the inspected/detained ships of the TL fleet.
In accordance with the graphs [Figure 2.8, and 2.9], ports that had more inspections respectively Novorossiysk, Nikolayev, and Chornomorsk.
Novorossiysk is the common port for the number of inspections and detentions. Respectively the most detained ports after Novorossiysk are
Tuapse, Eleusis, and Temryuk.
According to Authority statistics [Figure 2.10, 2.11], Ukraine, Russian Federation, Greece, and Romania have more inspections, and the Russian
Federation, Greece, and Spain have more detentions. Russian Federation and Greece is the common for the most number of inspections and
detentions.

Figure 2.8
Inspected Ships’ Port Analysis of TL Fleet in 2019.

Figure 2.9
Detained Ships’ Port Analysis 2019
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Figure 2.10
Inspected Ships’ Authority Analysis of TL Fleet in 2019.

Figure 2.11
Detained Ships’ Authority Analysis in 2019
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i. Flag Analysis of Inspected/Detained Ships
These graphs [Figure 2.13, and 2.14] were created from the information of flag statistics of the TL fleet. According to graphs, the highest detention
ratio of flags respectively are Panama, Turkey, and Moldova. The inspection rate of Turkish flag ships has a peak point with 321 inspections.
Although Tuvalu, Cook Islands, The Republic of Palau, Niue, and Union of Comoros flags have inspections, there is no detention for these flags.

Figure 2.13
Flag Statistics with Detention Ratio in 2019

Figure 2.14
Flag Statistics with the Number of Inspections and Detentions in 2019
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3. Most Common
Deficiencies
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a. Safety of Navigation

Deficiency Code: Safety of Navigation
Most Common Deficiencies
Deficiency Items

Deficiencies

Detainable Deficiencies

Lights, shapes, sound-signals

32

0

Nautical publications

22

1

Magnetic compass

22

0

Charts

21

3

Voyage or passage plan

16

4

Echo sounder

10

1

Navigation records

9

0

Compass correction log

8

0

Gyro compass

7

1

Signalling lamp

6

0

Other most common detainable deficiencies are respectively Voyage data recorder
(VDR)/Simplified Voyage data recorder(S-VDR), Pilot ladders and hoist/pilot transfer
arrangements, Radar, Electronic charts (ECDIS).
Preventive Action
During Port State Control (PSC) bridge inspection, operational and navigational equipment,
charts and electronic charts (ECDIS), voyage/passage plan, GMDSS equipment, nautical
publications are generally inspected by PSC Officers.
Charts (including electronic) and publications shall be kept updated on board and adequate
for the voyage region. Weekly published notifications shall be corrected on the charts.
GMDSS equipment shall be kept ready for the test and responsible officers shall be known
how to use it. Compass correction log book (deviation) shall be recorded and kept updated by
the responsible officer and magnetic compass shall be readable and not include any air
bubbles in it. Lights, shapes and sound-signals shall be found as per COLREG (The
International Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea). Non-flammable lights shall not be
found and tested regularly. Lights shall be found with no corrosion and broken cover. AIS,
Radar, Navtex, Inmarsat-C, VHF, Echo Sounder etc. shall be found working and connected
with relevant equipment (For instance, AIS, Radar, GMDSS, Navtex etc. shall be connected
with ECDIS.). VDR shall be found working, test records shall be found on board. Pilot ladder
shall be found in good condition (no deformation) with type approved and annual and 5 yearly
test certificates.

1
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b. Labour Conditions

Deficiency Code: Labour Conditions
Most Common Deficiencies
Deficiency Items

Deficiency

Detainable Deficiency

Lighting (Working spaces)

25

0

Ropes and wires

20

0

Electrical

12

0

Access/Structural features (ship)

12

0

Cleanliness of engine room

11

3

Sanitary facilities

10

1

Other

10

0

Wages

9

5

Protection machines/parts

6

0

Calculation and payment

5

2

Other most common detainable deficiencies are respectively other (health and safety
protection and accident prevention), galley/handling room (maintenance), sleeping room and
additional spaces, hospital accommodation (sickbay), cold room cleanliness and temperature,
record of inspection (Food and catering), access to on shore medical doctor or dentist.
Preventive Action
Lighting (working spaces) shall be sufficient, operative and non-damaged conditions. Wire
and rope deficiencies related to diameter reduction measurement, degree of abrasion,
corrosion, damage and deformation, damage location and overall wire condition assessment.
Electrical related deficiencies’ common point is unsafe conditions and electrical failure is not
desired for safe voyage and living. Access equipment shall be controlled and found adequate
for using (no damage or missing rope, parts etc.). Clean E/R is effective to prevent accidents
or fire risk on board. Places in the engine room must be clean and not slippery. Exhaust
insulation must be suitable. Main and auxiliary machines must have full housings of the
moving parts, control of the quantities contained in the bilge/sludge/sewage tanks, the closed
water outlet in the closed position, the valves in operation and the fuel/oil leak pans always
kept clean. Sanitary facilities can be written in the inspection reports in the labor conditions
area. Toilet, bathroom or laundry room etc. is required to be healthy and adequate cleaning
working areas. Floors should be kept in good condition without broken parts or tiles.
According to MLC 2006, the salary of the seafarer must be paid regularly and fully on time
according to agreement and rules. In addition, they should be kept in record and payroll
should be delivered to seafarers.

2
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c. Certificate & Documentation

Deficiency Code: Certificate & Documentation
Most Common Deficiencies
Deficiency Items

Deficiencies

Detainable Deficiencies

Oil record book

17

0

SOPEP

12

0

Signs, indications

9

0

Seafarer employment agreement (SEA)

9

3

Garbage record book

9

0

Records of seafarers' daily hours of work or rest

8

0

Records of rest

8

0

Continuous synopsis record

8

0

Log-books/compulsory entries

7

0

Material Safety Data Sheets(MSDS)

6

0

Other most common detainable deficiencies are respectively certificates for master and officers,
record of employment, other (certificates), civil liability for bunker oil pollution damage certificate.

Preventive Action
Deck and Engine Log Books, GMDSS Record Book, Captain's Night Orders, Visitor Log
Book, Garbage Management Manual and Garbage Record Book, Oil Record Book, Cargo
Record Book (for chemical tankers), ODS Log Book, Ballast Log Book, SMPEP, SOPEP, P&A
Manual, CSR, Cargo Securing Manual, Emergency Towing Booklet, Medical Log Book, STS
Manual, Fire Training Manual, Life Saving Appliances Training Manual, Low Sulfur Record
Book and Trim and Stability Booklet, CSA Manual (for container ship) are the most important
handbooks and registers that should be on the ships; the presence of the ship, whether or not
the necessary revisions are made, and the duties are known by the personnel on board.
Check the end dates of certificates and identify missing or inconsistent certificates. Therefore,
if there is any discrepancy between the information on the documents, or if the document
does not match the situation on the ship, the port authority should be notified before the
arrival to the port. Otherwise, the ship is likely to be detained even if the new document is on
board. Records of seafarers’ daily hours of work or rest have a standard according to the
International Labor Organization. Not updated and resting at the wrong time for seafarers is
the most common sub-area under this deficiency. Working hours should be recorded. Original
certificates (except ISM DOC) shall be found on board with a valid date.

3
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d. Life Saving Appliances

Deficiency Code: Life Saving Appliances
Most Common Deficiencies
Deficiency Items

Deficiencies

Detainable Deficiencies

Lifebuoys incl. provision and disposition

26

0

Lifeboats

21

4

Rescue boats

16

2

Lifejackets incl. provision and disposition

13

1

Stowage and provision of liferafts

9

0

Lifeboat inventory

8

0

On board training and instructions

7

0

Rescue boat inventory

6

0

Immersion suits

5

0

Stowage of rescue boats

4

0

Other most common detainable deficiencies are respectively buoyant apparatus, launching
arrangements for rescue boats, operation of life saving appliances.
Preventive Action
Lifebuoys should include the ship's name and placed correctly on board and should be
acceptable for LSA code. Retro-reflective materials on the lifebuoys shall be in visually good
condition. Lifebuoy has self-lighting lights that should be tested and found in satisfactory
condition. Half of the lifebuoys have a self-lighting system and at least 2 lifebuoys shall
include a smoke signals system. Self-lights and smoke signals expiry date should be checked.
Lifeboat, liferaft, rescue boat and lifebuoy equipment shall be in accordance with LSA Code.
Lifeboat engine, batteries, charging arrangements, bilge pumps, gearbox rudder, tiller,
steering arrangements, davits, protection cover of engine and shaft etc. shall be found
adequate. Each seating position shall be marked, and retroreflective material and oars should
be found visually in good condition. Capacity, ship name, number of lifeboat and registry port
shall be marked. If the ship has freefall lifeboats release and recovery arrangements, closing
appliances and seat equipment (seat belt etc.) shall be in good working condition. Launching
appliances of rescue boats, lifeboats and liferafts should be found in good working condition,
release hook should be tested including on load and off load and found satisfactory. Position
and hydrostatic release unit of the liferaft should be checked and found satisfactory. Ships
name, number of persons, producer company’s name, last service date shall be marked.
Lifeboat, rescue boat or liferaft stowage shall have a valid expiry date. Manuals shall be
prepared and should always be on board. Immersion suits shall be of approved type and
provided in sizes appropriate for each person on board. Additional suits to be provided at work
and watch-keeping stations.
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e. Fire Safety

Most Common Deficiencies
Deficiency Items

Deficiencies

Detainable Deficiencies

Fixed fire extinguishing installation

20

1

Fire doors/openings in fire-resisting divisions

16

2

Fire detection and alarm system

15

4

Fire fighting equipment and appliances

14

0

Ventilation

9

1

Fire-dampers

9

1

Fire pumps and its pipes

8

0

Fire control plan

7

0

Remote Means of control machinery spaces

6

0

Other most common detainable deficiencies are respectively jacketed high pressure lines,
ready availability of fire fighting equipment, means of escape, evaluation of crew performance
(fire drills).
Preventive Action
Fire doors are also a critical part of the fire safety system and the ones which do not have a
self-closing mechanism must be kept closed. In the event of a fire on board, an open fire door
may let the flames pass to the other compartments. Maintenance of the fire fighting equipment
should be tested and kept ready to be used at any time and anywhere according to the fire
control and safety plan. Fire hoses with missing holes and nozzles, fire boxes with a broken
handle or hinges, non-useable breathing apparatus or empty fire tubes, incomplete heat
resistant clothing, negligible or empty fire extinguishers may cause the ship to be detained.
Fire dampers that do not operate and shut down as required threaten the safety of ships and
seafarers. This deficiency is generally reported if the fire dampers are not working properly
and/or are not fully closed. Fire pumps and its pipes are necessary to extinguish the fire.
Leakage in the fire circuit and failure of the pump to absorb enough is one of the most
common defects. Fixed fire extinguishing installation tubes’ expiration date should be
acceptable. Fixed fire extinguishing system is controlled remotely from outside and the person
in charge should be familiar with how to use the system and all drills should be carried out
with success. Fire detection and alarm systems are installed in cargo areas, accommodation,
deck areas and machinery spaces to notify any fire or smoke and shall be found in working
condition. Fire control plans shall be within the operating language of the vessel, each
language can be available, consistent with the requirements of the shore-side firefighting
personnel.
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f. Propulsion and Auxiliary Machinery

Deficiency Code: Propulsion and Auxiliary Machinery
Most Common Deficiencies
Deficiency Items

Deficiencies

Detainable Deficiencies

Auxiliary engine

22

2

Propulsion main engine

18

3

Other (machinery)

12

1

Operation of machinery

8

0

Gauges,thermometers, etc.

7

1

Insulation wetted through (oil)

1

0

There is no other deficiency and detainable deficiency.
Preventive Action
No oil, fuel or sea/fresh water leakage is required from the auxiliary and main engine. Nonfunctional and temporarily repaired engines or equipment is not acceptable. Missing
insulation, in-adequate or temporarily repaired on the piping circuit is not required. Gauges,
thermometers etc. shall be kept in working condition and tested for calibration.
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g. Emergency Systems

Deficiency Code: Emergency Systems
Most Common Deficiencies
Deficiency Items

Deficiencies

Detainable Deficiencies

Emergency, lighting,batteries and switches

24

0

Muster list

7

0

Emergency source of power

7

2

Abandon ship drills

6

2

Public address system

4

0

Fire drills

3

2

Emergency towing arrangements and
procedures

3

Emergency fire pump and its pipes

2

Emergency steering position com./ compass
reading

2

0
1
0

There is no other detainable deficiency.
Preventive Action
Emergency lighting should be found in good working condition and marked with a symbol or
dot (machinery space, accommodation entry space, muster stations etc.). No burned bulb or
insufficient lighting is required. Electric wiring, supports bulbs and bulbs coverage shall be
appropriate for using. In case of fire in the E/R, ventilation, supply pump*, transfer pump*,
purifier*, boiler burner etc. shall have remote emergency stops. Language of muster list
should be in the working language of the crew. On the list, shall be shown the duties of all
crew members. For each person, onboard emergency instructions shall be listed. If
emergency sources of power is emergency generator, automatic start** within 45 seconds is
required. Emergency fire pumps should be tested under pressure and no leakage is required
on pipes. Marking clearly of the fire line and valves (isolating valve etc.) are important.
Hydrants should be found in good working condition, corrosion on the handwheels etc. is not
required. Crew shall be familiar with equipment during fire drill on board. Drills shall be
recorded in relevant logbooks.
*keel laid on or after 01.07.2002
**keel laid on or after 01.07.1984, before the date is not required automatic stop. It can be
started manually.
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h. ISM and ISPS

Most Common Deficiencies
Deficiency Items

Deficiencies

Detainable Deficiencies

ISM

43

5

Documentation-ISM

1

0

Access control to ship

7

0

Security related defects

1

0

Other (maritime security)

1

0

There is no other deficiency and detainable deficiency.
Preventive Action
Valid ISM SMC or interim SMC and copy of SMC DOC or interim DOC shall be found on
board. The main purpose of ISM Code is to establish international safety standards in ship
management and to protect the environment from shipboard marine pollution. In addition, the
definition, functions and implementation of ISM documents such as safety management
system manual, planned maintenance handbook, ship operation and emergency procedure
are requirements of this code. It is necessary for ISPS to record ISPS drills. Individuals who
come and leave on board the ship shall be fully registered. The plan for ship security shall be
updated and approved. Planned training of the SSAS (Ship Security Alarm System) shall be
carried out and recorded. Information such as ship safety officer, continuous synopsis record
(CSR), list of the last 10 ports to which the ship was subjected must be updated and found on
board.
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i. Pollution Prevention

Deficiency Code: Pollution Prevention
Most Common Deficiencies
Deficiency Items

Deficiencies

Detainable Deficiencies

Garbage management plan

5

0

Garbage

5

0

Pumping, piping and discharge arrangements

4

0

Oil filtering equipment

4

0

Sewage treatment plant

3

0

Placards

3

0

Ballast Water Record Book

3

0

15 PPM Alarm arrangements

3

1

Sulphur oxides

2

0

There is no other detainable deficiency.
Preventive Action
The garbage management plan* shall identify the person in charge and be written in the
crew's working language. Garbage management plan shall include written procedures for
minimizing, collecting, storing, processing and disposing of garbage, including the use of the
equipment on board. Oil filtering equipment maintenance plan shall be found on board.
Leakage and corrosion for the piping line (especially discharge line) are not required and
temporarily repaired shall not be accepted. Placards** shall be found on board and tear, faded
or missing placards are not required. Sewage treatment plant*** and a sewage pump shall be
found in order.
*All ships of 100 gross tonnage and above, each ship certified to carry 15 or more persons
and each fixed or floating platform shall carry on board a garbage management plan
(Regulation 10.2).
**Regulation 10.1 also requires that every 12-meter-long ship and every fixed or floating
platform display placards notifying passengers and crew of the Annex's disposal
requirements.
***Regulation 11.1.1 of the revised Annex IV of MARPOL 73/78 requires that untreated
sewage, which may be discharged from the nearest land at more than 12 nautical miles,
should not be discharged instantly but at a moderate discharge rate when the vessel is in
route and at speeds not less than 4 knots, whereas the Administration should approve the
rate in accordance with upon standards configured by Organization.
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j. Structural Conditions

Deficiency Code: Structural Conditions

Most Common Deficiencies
Deficiency Items

Deficiencies

Detainable Deficiencies

Steering gear

6

1

Decks - corrosion

5

0

Ballast, fuel and other tanks

5

1

Beams, frames, floors-corrosion

3

0

Stability/strength/loading information and
instruments

2

0

Hull - corrosion

2

0

Electrical installations in general

2

0

Damage control plan

2

0

Water level detectors on single hold cargo
ships

1

0

There is no other detainable deficiency.
Preventive Action
Main and emergency steering gear shall be tested and found satisfactory. Emergency
steering procedures should be known by crew. Hydraulic leakage is not required. Rudder
angle indicators should be the same as the bridge. Communication should be available
between the steering gear room to bridge. For decks-corrosion, no damage, corrosion, cracks,
buckling and defects are required. Insulation of cable conduit shall be found free from
corroded, broken fittings, bare ends. Shell plating, topside tanks or tank top plating shall be
free from crack, buckling, defect and corrosion. Openings to the cargo area, doors (watertight
or weathertight) or scuttles shall be closed properly.

10
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k. Working and Living Conditions

Deficiency Code: Working and Living Conditions
Most Common Deficiencies
Deficiency Items

Deficiencies

Detainable Deficiencies

Cleanliness of engine room

16

0

Gangway, accommodation-ladder

15

0

Medical Equipment

6

0

Machinery

6

0

Lighting (Working spaces)

5

0

Ventilation (Working spaces)

4

0

Ropes and wires

4

0

Other (accident prevention)

4

0

Winches & capstans

3

0

There is no other detainable deficiency.
Preventive Action
Clean E/R is effective to prevent accidents or fire risk on board. Places in the engine room
must be clean and not slippery. Bilge water is not required and bilge alarms shall be found in
order. Gangway, accommodation ladder test and type approval certificate shall be found on
board. No crack, damage or missing parts are required. Ships shall carry a medicine test and
medical equipment* that is in line with the requirements in the current edition of the WHO
‘International Medical Guide for Ships’, and bearing in mind the number of persons on board
and the nature and duration of the voyage.
* Every ships have aboard the current edition of the WHO publication ‘International
Medical Guide for Ships’ and for those ships carrying dangerous cargoes, in addition shall
carry the ‘Medical First Aid Guide’ and special equipment on board according to the
International Maritime Dangerous Goods (IMDG) Code for use in accidents involving
dangerous cargoes.
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l. Water / Weathertight Conditions

Deficiency Code: Water/Weathertight Conditions
Most Common Deficiencies
Deficiency Items

Deficiencies

Detainable Deficiencies

Ventilators, air pipes, casings

12

0

Covers (hatchway-, portable-, tarpaulins, etc.)

11

0

Railing, gangway, walkway and means for
safe passage

10

Freeboard marks

8

0

Doors

4

0

Cargo & other hatchways

3

0

Scuppers, inlets and discharges

2

0

Machinery space openings

2

0

Bulwarks and freeing ports

2

0

0

There is no other detainable deficiency.
Preventive Action
Corrosion, holes, cracks etc. shall be checked for the nearly common deficiency which is
ventilators, air pipes and casing and found acceptable.Damaged or stuck closing devices of
air pipes are not required. Open-close settings should be marked. Load Line Certificate
should be identical with the load line marks. These marks should be marked in the correct
manner and visually acceptable condition. For railing, gangway, walkway is another
frequently, corrosion and holes are not required. Cracked passage constructions may cause
failure and should be found in good condition. Windows, side scuttles and deadlights are
rarely encountered deficiency but shall be controlled to ensure in good condition. Covers
should be found free from deformed, corrosion and wasted condition. Missing or deteriorated
gaskets, wasted cover cleats, deformed rubber for water/weather tightness is not required.
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m. Radio Communication

Deficiency Code: Radio Communication
Most Common Deficiencies
Deficiency Items

Deficiencies

Detainable Deficiencies

Radio log (diary)

8

0

Facilities for reception of marine safety
information.

5

0

MF/HF Radio installation

4

0

Reserve source of energy

3

0

INMARSAT ship earth station

3

0

Other (radiocommunication)

2

0

Operation of GMDSS equipment

2

0

VHF radio installation

1

0

Satellite EPIRB 406MHz/1.6GHz

1

0

There is no other detainable deficiency.
Preventive Action
Radio log books shall be found onboard and ship particulars, records or routine tests shall be
filled properly. If the ship is on the voyage in any area of INMARSAT coverage where there is
no international NAVTEX service, the INMARSAT enhanced group calling system will provide
a radio facility for receiving maritime safety information. The GMDSS equipment must be
available for testing and the tests shall be carried out by the responsible radio or GOC officer.
Navigational warnings should be processed in the relevant locations from devices such as
Navtex, Inm-C, VHF. The VDR is in operational condition and records of testing need to be
available. Gyro/Miyar compass and repeater control and error correction, deviation table shall
be updated. EPIRB hydrostatic release unit shall be worked properly and manual release shall
be fitted and marked. Navigational and bridge equipment test reports shall be ready on board.
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n. Alarms

Deficiency Code: Alarms
Most Common Deficiencies
Deficiency Items

Deficiencies

Detainable Deficiencies

Machinery controls alarm

3

0

Other (alarms)

3

0

Fire alarm

2

0

Engineers' alarm

1

0

Boiler alarm

1

0

There is no other deficiency or detainable deficiency.
Corrective and Preventive Action
Not in order is mostly the nature of defects encountered for machinery control alarms. Thus,
machineries including their own alarm systems shall be tested and found in order. Fire
detectors shall be found working properly in accordance with their types smoke or heat. For a
fire alarm no less than 10 seconds, the fire signal on a ship shall be a continuous whistle or
electrical bell blast. However, the fire signal is continuously ringing on board. The general
emergency signal is a signal used on board ships in times of emergency. The signal is
composed of seven or more short blasts followed by one long blast on the ship's whistle and
internal alarm system.
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o. Cargo Operations Including Equipment

Deficiency Code: Cargo Operations Including Equipment
Most Common Deficiencies
Deficiency Items

Deficiencies

Detainable Deficiencies

Cargo Securing Manual

6

0

Other (cargo)

2

0

Lashing material

1

0

There is no other deficiency or detainable deficiency.
Corrective and Preventive Action
Cargo Securing Manual shall be found on board with latest revision and prepared special in
accordance with the ship. Before the voyage, lashing equipment (changeable according to
ship type) shall be found in order and controlled by the responsible officer in accordance with
manual.
During cargo operation,
● provide for safe practices in cargo operations and a safe working environment,
● establish safeguards against all identified risks,
● continually improve the skills of personnel ashore and afloat including preparing for
emergencies related to both safety & environmental protection,
● comply with all regulations, flag state and international law as well as industry codes,
guidelines and best practice,
● ensure complete care of cargo from loading through to discharge,
● keep all personnel appraised of known or potential hazards relating to the cargo that
may affect persons, the ship or the environment,
● ensure relevant personnel are suitably trained in relation to the cargo being handled
and the cargo equipment used.
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p. Dangerous Goods

Deficiency Code: Dangerous Goods
Most Common Deficiencies
Deficiency Items
Personal protection

Deficiencies

Detainable Deficiencies

1

0

There is no other deficiency or detainable deficiency.
Corrective and Preventive Action
Crew engaged on a ship and directly involved in dangerous cargo carried on the ship shall
undergo a course of dangerous goods based on STCW requirements and prepared in
accordance with IMO guidance. Personal protection equipment shall be adequate for
Dangerous Goods Code.
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a. Ship Risk Profile in Paris MoU
Paris MoU Port State Control frequency is determined by ship risk calculator [Table 4.1] (https://www.parismou.org/inspections-risk/ship-risk-calculator). High Risk Ships (HRS) are ships which meet criteria to a total value of 5 or more weighting points. Low Risk Ships (LRS)
are ships which meet all the criteria of the Low Risk Parameters and have had at least one inspection in the previous 36 months. Standard
Risk Ships (SRS) are ships which are neither HRS nor LRSA ship’s risk profile is recalculated daily taking into account changes in the more
dynamic parameters such as age, the 36 month history and company performance. Recalculation also occurs after every inspection and
when the applicable performance tables for flag and R.O.s are changed.

Table 4.1 Paris MoU Ship Risk Profile.

1- According to point 9 of Annexes to Memorandum of Paris MoU, Annex 7
2- According to formula in the Paris MoU Annual Report
3- According to point 11 of Annexes to Memorandum of Paris MoU, Annex 7
4- According to formula in the Paris MoU Annual Report
5- According to point 15 of Annexes to Memorandum of Paris MoU, Annex 7
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Company risk profile can be calculated by Paris MoU company performance calculator (https://www.parismou.org/inspections-risk/company-performance-calculator). Then, company performance can be easily selected in accordance with the company performance matrix
[Table 4.2].
Table 4.2
Company Performance Matrix.

b. Factors that Increase Port State Control
These items can affect the frequency of Port State Controls.
- Ship is reported by Pilot or Port State Administration,
- If the ship carry dangerous goods and did not give necessary report for traffic operators,
- If lack of operation, not as required working and living conditions, marine pollution risk etc. are reported,
- If the ship has a casualty while arriving the port,
- If the ship’s class certificate is suspended or withdrawn,
- If the ship has no Port State Control inspection more than 6 months,
- If the ship's certificates have been issued by an organization that is not recognized by the countries in MoU,
- If the Flag published on black list in MoU annual report,
- If the ship was detained and deficiency code is “at the next port”,
- If the ship was detained and deficiency code is “within 14 days”,
- If the last Port State Control was found lots of deficiency,
- If the ship was detained at the last port,
- If the ship carrying the flag of a country that is not a party to one of the instruments used,
- If the classification society’s deficiency rate high,
- If the ship’s age is over 13 years.

c. MoUs Websites
For more information about Port State Control, these MoUs links can help you.
Paris MoU: www.parismou.org
Mediterranean MoU: www.medmou.org
Black Sea MoU: www.bsmou.org
Tokyo MoU: www.tokyo-mou.org
Abuja MoU: www.abujamou.org
USCG: www.uscg.mil
Indian Ocean MoU: www.iomou.org
Riyadh MoU: www.riyadhmou.org
Acuerdo de Viña del Mar: www.acuerdolatino.int.ar
Caribbean MoU: www.caribbeanmou.org
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a. Coronavirus (Covid-19) Effect on Marine Sector
Many governments have now introduced national and local restrictions including:
- Delayed port clearance,
- Prevention of crew or passengers from embarking or disembarking (preventing shore leave and crew changes),
- Prevention of discharging or loading cargo or stores, or taking on fuel, water, food and supplies, and
- Imposition of quarantine or refusal of port entry to ships (in extreme cases).
It is very important for port States to accept all ships (both cargo and passenger), for docking and to disembark suspected cases on board, as
it is difficult to treat suspect cases on board and it could endanger others. If any infection or contamination is found on board visiting ships,
port States may take additional measures to prevent spread of the infection or contamination.
Together with flag States, companies and Masters should cooperate with port State authorities to ensure, where appropriate, that:
- seafarers can be changed,
- passengers can embark and disembark,
- shore leave can continue if safe to do so,
- cargo operations can occur,
- ships can enter and depart shipyards for repair and survey,
- stores and supplies can be loaded, and
- necessary certificates and documentation can be issued.
Paris MoU published a temporary guidance for COVID-19. Guidance for the Port State Control Authorities has been drafted regarding:
(https://www.parismou.org/paris-mou-guidance-regarding-impact-covid-19)
- impact of delays for surveys, inspections and audits,
- extensions of validity of the ship’s certificates,
- extended periods of service on board,
- delaying periods for personnel certification (STCW’95 and MLC,2006).
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b. Concentrated Inspection Campaign (CIC)
Concentrated Inspection Campaign (CIC) are organized on a regular basis each year by the Port State Control Memorandum of Understandings
(MoUs). In 2019, a Concentrated Inspection Campaign on "Emergency Systems and Procedures" was carried out between 1st September
2019 and 30th November 2019 in both the Paris MoU and Tokyo MoU. In 2021, Concentrated Inspection Campaign on “Stability (in general)”
will be conducted by Paris and Tokyo MoUs.
The COVID-19 crisis has had a considerable effect on the maritime industry, with limited resources to do necessary surveys and inspection,
postponement of the renewal of certificates and difficulties for crewmembers to board ships or take leave. Every year the Paris and the Tokyo
MoUs jointly conduct a CIC on a specific aspect on the safety of shipping. In 2020 the CIC would have focused on Stability (in general). A CIC
is held from 1 September to 30 November.
In response to the situation with regard to COVID-19, the members States of the Paris MoU, in co-operation with the Tokyo MoU, have
decided to postpone the CIC for 2020.
Therefore the schedule for CICs for the coming years will be:
2020 NO CIC,
2021 CIC on Stability (in general),
2022 CIC on STCW,
2023 CIC on Fire Safety.

c. 2020 Sulphur Cap
Sulphur contents of fuel oil used by ships should not exceed %0.5 m/m or ships shall use an exhaust gas cleaning system to comply with this
new emission limit. The requirement of maximum sulphur content of 0,50% m/m for marine fuel oil entered into force* on 1 January 2020,
which is known as the global 2020 sulphur cap. This requirement is in addition to the 0.10% m/m sulphur limit in the North American, US
Caribbean, North Sea and Baltic Sulphur Emission Control Areas (SECAs). Ships that have exhaust gas cleaning systems installed can be
allowed to continue using high-sulphur fuel oil (HSFO). A significant amendment to the regulation is the agreement on a carriage ban for
HSFO as of 1 March 2020, except for ships equipped with scrubbers. While it will still be permitted to carry HSFO as a cargo, it will not be
permitted to have HSFO in fuel tanks unless scrubbers are being used. This is intended to enable Port State Control to detain ships carrying
non-compliant fuel without having to determine if it has been used or not, and is expected to significantly discourage non-compliance when
in international waters. Certain ports have banned the use of open-loop scrubbers within their areas.

d. Inventory of Hazardous Material
It is mandatory for all ships larger than 500 gross tonnage to keep an Inventory of Hazardous Material*. The inventory replaces the Green
Passport, adopted in the Hong Kong International Convention in 2009, and is a requirement by the EU Ship Recycling Regulation 2013. The
objectives of the Inventory are to provide ship-specific information on the actual hazardous materials present on board, in order to protect
health and safety and to prevent environmental pollution at ship recycling facilities. This information will be used by the ship recycling
facilities in order to decide how to manage the types and amounts of materials identified in the Inventory of Hazardous Materials (regulation
9 of the Convention).
* The Hong Kong Convention, MEPC 269(68) Guidelines and EU Ship Recycling Regulation (SRR).
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e. Port State Progression of Paris MoU
In the past three years 76 ships have been banned for multiple detentions, six ships were banned “failing to call at an indicated repair yard”
and one ship for jumping detention. In the same period, 13 ships were banned for a second time (10 in the period 2016 to 2018).
Over a three-year period the flags of Comoros, the Republic of Moldova, the United Republic of Tanzania and Togo have recorded the highest
number of bannings.
Looking at the Paris MoU “White, Grey and Black List” the overall situation regarding the quality of shipping seems to be stabilising. Although
some flag States have moved between lists, the total amount of 41 flags on the “White List” is similar to that in 2018 (41). The Grey List contains
16 flags (18 in 2018); the Black List 13 flags (14 in 2018).
Recognized Organizations (ROs) are authorised by flag States to carry out statutory surveys on their behalf. For this reason, it is important to
monitor their performance, which is why a performance list for ROs is presented in the Annual Report as well. Out of 526 detentions recorded
in 2019, 80 (15%) were considered RO related (17% in 2018).
The number of inspections is stabilising. The detention percentage in 2019 (2.94%) shows a slight further decrease compared to 2018 (3.17%).
In 2017 the percentage was 3.88. The level of detainable deficiencies has decreased as well from 3,250 in 2018 to 2,995 this year. Members with
the largest number of inspections, namely Spain, Italy, the United Kingdom, Netherlands, Canada, the Russian Federation and Germany, jointly
accounted for 51% of the total number of inspections this year. With 1,029 inspections and 124 detentions the ships flying a “Black-listed flag”
had a detention rate of 12%, which is a little less than the 13.2% in 2018. For ships flying a “Grey-listed flag” the detention rate was 7%, which
is higher than the 6.4% in 2018. Ships flying a “White-listed flag” had a detention rate of 2.2% which is slightly less than in 2018 (2.3%) and
2017 (2.5%).
The five most frequently recorded deficiencies in 2019 were “ISM” (4.47%, 1,781), “fire doors/openings in fire resisting divisions” (2.60%, 1037),
“oil record book” (1.61%, 642), “nautical publications” (1.56%, 622) and “cleanliness of engine room” (1.37%, 544).
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